Site dependent time optimization of protein synthesis with special regard to accuracy.
The efficiency of protein synthesis is determined by its rate, accuracy, and energy consumption. With the energy consumption fixed, we optimize the system with respect to time and accuracy. Using an analytic model for a simple system and computer simulations for more complex systems, where also the possibility of errors is included, we demonstrate how different parts of the messenger RNA influence the protein production rate differently. The first part of the coding sequence is of major importance, since the availability of empty initiation sites is crucial, and queuing back to that region may interfere with initiation. The elongation rate at different positions depends on codon usage, on the concentrations of substrate and co-factors, and on the kinetic rate constants, including those of the proofreading branch(es). Ribosomal proofreading is a time consuming process and by allowing for more errors in the beginning of a protein, it is possible to increase the production rate of that protein. We calculate the mean translation time per functioning protein for various translation accuracies, and discuss the different strategies open to living cells.